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5

Abstract6

As the cloud computing is spreading around the world, need of inter cloud communication is7

becoming a growing in the organizations. It is causing the researchers to focus on first,8

making it possible to communicate between two or more clouds and second security of9

communication is to considered up to utmost level. With emergence of cloud computing, the10

term ”Hybrid Topology” or ”Hybrid Deployment” is becoming more and more common.11

Definition of ”Hybrid Topology” is when you join different cloud deployments into one12

connected cluster. Another area of research is to focus on communication between a cloud and13

non cloud computing system. Hybrid Cloud computing mainly deals with working of data14

centers where different software are installed with huge of growing data to provide information15

to the users of the system.The techniques which can be used in hybrid cloud securities can be16

built around the encryption and decryption of data, key based security algorithms which are17

mainly oriented on authentication and authorization techniques as in wired and wireless18

networks. One such mechanism is to share the challenge text between the clouds before actual19

communication should start for authentication. The various works done in this area till date20

are oriented on other techniques of security between the two or more clouds in a hybrid cloud.21

22

Index terms— cloud computing; hybrid cloud; challenge text; security.23

1 Introduction24

loud computing is becoming a buzz word in computer industry and everyone is looking to associate in one way25
or other with this brand new concept. Cloud computing is a very current topic and the term has gained a lot of26
traction being sported on advertisements all over the Internet from web space hosting providers, through data27
centers to virtualization software providers.28

Such complex technology and business models setting entails an extensive research and provides the motivation29
towards writing this paper. The main goal is to ”clear the air on hybrid cloud computing security” and provide30
an unbiased and independent, albeit critical outlook of the technology.31

Special emphasis is put on the critical examination of each strategy as now more than ever in the face of the32
global economic crisis, companies face higher refinancing and investment costs and as any computing technology33
would do in practice; short-tomedium term disadvantages of the technology have to be pragmatically and carefully34
weighted out against any hyped long-term potential efficiency achievements, be it strategic, technical or cost35
related. [1] In order to understand the vision, goals and strategy behind cloud computing, two key concepts that36
form its foundations need to be explained first. Utility computing is the second key concept that one encounters37
in all cloud computing models. It is by no means a new concept as articulated in one form or another as early as38
the 1960s and implies that it is only natural that at some point computing power will be offered as a standardized39
service billed on actual usage with very limited or no upfront set-up charges.40

2 a) Cloud Computing -Definitions41

A scientific definition is proposed by the GRIDS Lab at the University of Melbourne:42
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7 EXISTING SYSTEM

”A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection of interconnected and virtualized43
computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing resources based on44
service-level agreements established through negotiation between the service provider and consumers.” Berkeley’s45
defines it as:46

”Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware47
and systems software in the datacenters that provide those services (Software as a Service -SaaS). The datacenter48
hardware and software is what we will call a Cloud. When a Cloud is made available in a pay-as-you-go manner49
to the public, we call it a Public Cloud; the service being sold is Utility Computing.” [1] Building blocks of50
cloud computing: a vendor has a private cloud and forms a partnership with a public cloud provider, or a public51
cloud provider forms a partnership with a vendor that provides private cloud platforms. 2. A hybrid cloud is a52
cloud computing environment in which an organization provides and manages some resources in-house and has53
others provided externally. For example, an organization might use a public cloud service, such as Amazon Simple54
Storage Service (Amazon S3) for archived data but continue to maintain in-house storage for operational customer55
data. Ideally, the hybrid approach allows a business to take advantage of the scalability and cost-effectiveness56
that a public cloud computing environment offers without exposing mission-critical applications and data to57
third-party vulnerabilities. This type of hybrid cloud is also referred to as hybrid IT.? Storage-as-a-Service ?58
Database-as-a-Service ? Information-as-a-Service ? Process-as-a-Service ? Application-as-a-Service59

3 c) Challenges in Hybrid Cloud Computing60

Here are some challenges to consider when setting up hybrid clouds: i. On Demand Startup and Shutdown Your61
infrastructure must be able to start up and shutdown cloud nodes on demand. Usually you should have some62
policy implemented which listens to some of your application characteristics and reacts to them by starting or63
stopping cloud nodes. In simplest case, you can react to CPU utilization and start up new nodes if main cloud64
gets overloaded and stop nodes if it gets under loaded.65

4 ii. Cloud-based Node Discovery66

The main challenge in setting up regular discovery protocols on clouds is that IP Multicast is not enabled on67
most of the cloud vendors (including Amazon and Go Grid). Your node discovery protocol would have to work68
over TCP. However, you do not know the IP addresses of the new nodes started on the cloud either. To mitigate69
that, you should utilize some of the cloud storage infrastructure, like S3 or Simple DB on Amazon, to store IP70
addresses of new nodes for automatic node detection.71

5 v. Reliability and Atomicity72

Many operations on the cloud are unreliable and non-transactional. For example, if you store something on73
Amazon S3 storage, there is no guarantee that another application can read the stored data right away. There74
is also no way to ensure that data is not overwritten or implement some sort of file locking. The only way to75
provide such functionality is at application or middleware layers.76

6 II.77

7 Existing System78

Paper [4] states that Cloud computing is setting off great changes in the IT industry. There are more and79
more researches on cloud computing. And this paper focuses on cloud computing too. At the beginning this80
paper describes the characteristics and definitions of cloud computing, and then introduced its services patterns81
(including SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) and deployment patterns (including public cloud, private cloud and hybrid82
cloud), at the end lists the cloud security challenges that cloud computing faces.83

Security problems faced by the cloud system about in the following five aspects:84
? First, face more security attacks: due to the vast amounts of user data stored in the cloud system, for There85

is a need to solve the problem that secure deployment of cloud platform based on the virtual machine architecture.86
In a virtualized environment, the server is like a file which is taken away easily, so the risk of disclosure increases.87
The introduction of the virtualization platform has become new security vulnerabilities. Once be hacked, all the88
virtual machines running on the virtualization platform will be under control of attackers. By that time, the89
cloud providers and users will suffer huge loss. ? Third, ensure continuity of the cloud platform services and high90
availability of user data and business: Amazon data center downtime event, Google’s Gmail failing to use event91
and so on are associated with cloud computing availability. To a certain extent, the events above discourage92
the enthusiasm of the enterprise to use public cloud. Cloud computing service need to provide a fault tolerant93
mechanism to backup user data to reduce the impact in application when the original data is destroyed. In94
addition, the software itself may have loopholes and a large number of malicious attacks happen, all these above95
greatly increase the possibility of service interruption. How to protect the high availability of software services and96
user application and how to provide convenience security management to the thin-client user have become one of97
the biggest challenges of cloud security. ? Fourth, ensure the safety and privacy of user data: user data stored in98
the cloud system, for malicious attacks, the primary purpose is to get user privacy, and then to obtain economic99
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benefits. In this case, laws, regulations and processes are the problems that are the most urgent to be solved,100
and relevant laws and regulations should be established and improved to protect third-party security, to meet101
requirements listed by companies, especially to clear responsibility division when problems arise and to provide102
protection mechanisms as cloud service providers exit. ? Fifth, perfect the cloud standards: Interest-oriented103
IT development process leads to cloud standards exist everywhere. Many manufacturers have defined their own104
application standards and data formats, forcing the user deploying IT system and their own business in accordance105
with the framework set by different service provider. Ultimately, all of this leads to business fragmented and106
chaotic system which are adverse to users’ application. In cloud computing, cloud computing security standards107
and evaluation system provides an important technical and management support. And interoperability between108
varieties of cloud services is essential to ensure the cloud not to fall into isolated development situation and109
then promote common progress. To a certain extent, the establishment of cloud standards decides the future110
evolution of cloud computing. [4] In the conclusion the authors say that as a new technology is expected to111
significantly reduce the cost of existing technologies, cloud computing is the development trend of IT industry.112
For information security, there are both favorable factors and negative factors brought by cloud computing. The113
final effect depends on whether we can develop its strengths and avoid its disadvantages. Only in this way, the114
cloud can become a real cost savings, improving productivity efficiency and secure platform.115

Not much of the work has been done in the field of security of the hybrid cloud computing and sharing between116
them. Various research are done but are focused on how to achieve the hybrid clouds working together. Some of117
researches done by the researchers are listed herewith for references.118

With the advance of cloud computing, hybrid cloud that integrate private and public cloud is increasingly119
becoming an important research issue. Migrating cloud applications from a busy host to an idle host needs an120
efficient way to guarantee the performance in the geographical heterogeneous cloud environment. This paper we121
propose an automatic, intelligent service migration framework on a hybrid cloud based on agent technology. We122
build a prototype that integrated our private cloud with public cloud. In the prototype, mobile agent technique is123
exploited to manage all resources, monitor system behavior, and negotiate all actions in the hybrid cloud, in order124
to achieve automatic, intelligent service migration between the clouds. We demonstrate the service migration125
mechanism on Hadoop platform between our platform and ITRI public cloud [1].126

In the recent era, cloud computing has evolved as a net centric, service oriented computing model.127

8 Year128

It is found that the research into the use of multicloud providers to maintain security has received less attention129
from the research community than has the use of single clouds. This work aims to promote the use of multi-clouds130
due to its ability to reduce security risks that affect the cloud computing user.131

For data security and privacy protection issues, the fundamental challenges are separation of sensitive data and132
access control. Our objective is to design a set of unified identity management and privacy protection frameworks133
across applications or cloud computing services. From the studies of various research papers and works done by134
various researchers it has been found that following are the major areas of focus in the field of cloud computing:135
III.136

9 Proposed Algorithm137

Cloud computing is a buzz word today and it allows to provide interruption free services to the customers. In one138
hand public clouds, provides services for external customers, on the other hand private clouds provide services139
for specific group of customers who are interconnected with one another.140

Hybrid cloud, in this way is more useful as they are combination of public and private clouds. Such a system141
is obviously going to very less secured and will face more and more security challenges. Primary security goal142
found in hybrid clouds is to provide secured sharing of data between the public and private clouds i.e. secured143
intra cloud communication.144

This work proposes a secured intra cloud communication mechanism in which it is being tried to keep the data145
more secured over the intra cloud communication using a challenge text based communication. Various Steps146
involved are as follows:147

Step 1: Cloud ’A’ has to communicate with Cloud ’B’. (Both ’A’ and ’B’ may be public, private or combination).148
Both have a trusted environment already created between them using SLA.149

Step 2: Cloud ’A’ sends a data request (DRQ) to Cloud ’B’.150
Step 3: Cloud ’B’ receives the DRQ and sends a challenge text (RID) encrypted using RSA algorithm, to151

Cloud ’A’.152
Step 4: Cloud ’A’ receives the RID and decrypts the same using its public key. The decrypted text (VID) is153

sent to the Cloud ’B’.154
Step 5: Cloud ’B’ if founds that the key is matching, it will send the encrypted data to Cloud ’A’ as desired155

by the Cloud ’A’.156
Step 6: Cloud ’B’ if founds that the key is not matching, it will reject the request instantly.157
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12 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

10 DRQ-Data Request RID-Reveal Identification VID -Verify158

Identity159

IV.160

11 Results161

The algorithm is expected to perform better in all situations such as a cloud is performing mal activities, cloud162
become malicious after a while or a cloud is not at all malicious. Algorithm will also give good results even in163
case of the infecting clouds found in the network.164

The proposed work in implementation and it is being found to be secured and useful for processing of hybrid165
cloud computing.166

V.167

12 Conclusion and Future Work168

Since cloud connects to thousand and thousand people over internet or intranet on pay per basis, therefore169
security of the cloud is a focused are for researchers and with the growth of the cloud computing and hybrid170
computing, requirements for security are increasing heavily. The proposed work is expected to provide a good171
security infrastructure over cloud.172

One mechanism is to share the challenge text between the clouds before actual communication should start for173
authentication. The various works done in this area till date are oriented on other techniques of security between174
the two or more clouds in a hybrid cloud.175

Cloud Computing is facilitating users around the world for the best of the services available across the world176
on their machines through web. It is beneficial for both the service providers (they get huge clientele) and clients177
(they get all available services).178

For data security and privacy protection issues, the fundamental challenges are separation of sensitive data179
and access control. Our objective is to design a set of unified identity management and privacy protection180
frameworks across applications or cloud computing services. As mobility of employees in organizations is relatively181
large, identity management system should achieve more automatic and fast user account provisioning and de-182
provisioning in order to ensure no un-authorized access to organizations’ cloud resources by some employees who183
has left the organizations. 1

Figure 1: B
184
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Figure 2:
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